Abstract
Introduction
In clinical practice, multiple imaging modalities are used to capture anatomical structures such as major abdominal organs. For example, CT and MRI both give clear images of organs such as the liver, the heart, or the kidneys, however, the visual appearance is completely different due to the very different underlying physical principles of each imaging technique. For the human eye, however, it is quite easy to identify the same structures in different modalities. For example, after showing an abdominal CT scan and pointing out where the liver is, even a non-expert will be able to find the liver in an MRI scan. For algorithms trained to segment livers in CT, however, it is quasi impossible to segment the livers in MRI due to the different nature of the imaging features that are learned in a modality-specific setting. In this paper, we explore the power of multi-modal learning to extract abstract representations that are modality-independent and have the potential to increase accuracy and robustness when employed as features in a supervised setting.
Deep-learning based approaches such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have become popular in medical imaging but they require large amounts of data to achieve good results, near human-level capability [3, 22] . However, in practice, it is often difficult to acquire sufficiently many manually annotated datasets from one modality. Hence, there is a strong desire to utilise all available data for the same or similar tasks even if the images are from different modalities. The main question is whether the information from one modality can actually improve the performance of a task on another modality [4] . We aim to answer this question through an extensive set of experiments with novel CNN architectures for multi-modal learning.
In computer vision, previous works have shown that multi modal learning often provides better performance [31, 30, 27] . In general, multi-modal learning is a more natural way to learn, as humans perceive information through various modalities, such as vision and sound [26] . However, capturing the correspondence between modalities and inferring meaningful information that can be shared between tasks are the main challenges in a multi-modal setting.
In medical imaging, most previous work explores multicontrast segmentation using a single imaging modality: MRI -with different imaging sequences which can be seen as different modalities [13, 9, 7, 16] . All previous works on multi-modal segmentation use paired data, meaning that the images are acquired from the same subject and co- registered across modalities. In our case, all of the data are unpaired, the acquisitions are from different subjects and images are not registered. Hence, to the best of our knowledge, learning across unpaired data from different imaging modalities has not been explored yet in medical imaging. We investigate multi-modal learning for multi-organ segmentation in CT and MRI. We set up different network architectures and multi-modal training schemes to evaluate the effect on segmentation accuracy for each modality.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We learn modality-independent features from CT and MRI using an encoder-decoder network architecture
• We explore various dual-stream networks with different strategies for sharing information between tasks
• We show improved segmentation accuracy of varying organs when using multi-modal learning
Related work
Multi-modal learning has been widely studied for various applications in machine learning and computer vision. One of the challenges is the need to find a common shared representation from different modalities. Previous work on multi-modal data has shown the benefit of shared latent representations for generative tasks [31, 27, 20] , with most approaches being based on Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [2] and Autoencoders (AEs) [20] .
One of the early works in multi-modal learning allows a bimodal deep AE to reconstruct both modalities (audio and video data of speech), even if only one modality is present [20] . Although AE-based models are good for self-andcross reconstruction, they do not guarantee correlated common representations [19] . In attempt to address that issue, [5] proposes Correlational Neural Networks that combine the advantage of CCA to encourage correlation in the common learned representations.
Most works in medical image segmentation refer to the term multi-modality when using different sequences in MRI, such as T1-weighted, T2-weighted, diffusion, or functional MRI. The contrast and information in each sequence is different. There are varying approaches to these multimodal segmentation problems, even though the most common approach is by concatenating the inputs from different modalities as different input channels to the networks [8, 13, 16] . Another option is to train one CNN for each modality and fusing multi-modality features from highlayers of each network [21] . High-level representations from different modalities are complementary, and might yield improvement in performance. In multi-modal brain MRI segmentation, cross-modality convolution with a deep encoder-decoder architecture has been explored by [29] with convolutional LSTM to model the sequential correlations between slices. They show that cross-modality convolution can effectively aggregate the information between modalities to produce better results [29] . These works as-sume that all modalities are always available for each individual subject.
The Hetero-modal network architecture (HeMIS) [9] and scalable multi-modal CNN (ScaleNet) [7] are built for multi-modal brain MRI segmentation that can deal with missing modalities, however, they assume modalities are from the same subjects and co-registered. In our case, CT and MRI are unpaired, i.e., one modality per subject.
Transfer learning is one way to share knowledge between different domains. Fine-tuning a pre-trained model from natural images is shown to be useful for medical image analysis, even though the source and target domains are very different [28] . Transfer learning between CT and MRI has been explored in [32] . They showed that the accuracy of MRI segmentation can be improved by using shape priors from CT. In deep learning based segmentation, learning different modalities needs different parameters in order to work well on a particular network architecture [17] . In general, it appears that training each modality separately has so far led to best results, which might be due to the use of non-optimal architectures.
In medical imaging, training multi-task on one network had been conducted by [18] . They showed that the performance of learning multi-tasks and multi-modalities on a single CNN is equivalent to a single network trained specifically for one-task and one-modality. Instead of using a single network for multi-task learning, [14] applied a multimodal encoder-decoder network with shared latent space and shared skip connections. Their results show a potential of shared representations from different modalities to improve the multi-task performance.
Multi-modal learning can also be applied to image synthesis, where a joint representation in a common latent space preserves the local consistency of the images [11] . Using this representation, cross-modality synthesis in MRI (T2 to T1, FLAIR to T2 and vice versa) can be achieved in high-resolution. Multi-modal image synthesis of MRI is explored in [12, 6] by composing the networks of encoders (for each modality), fusing latent representations, and a decoder to produce an output image.
Our work exploits the shared representation in multimodal learning, particularly in unpaired CT and MR images, which has not been investigated before.
Multi-modal learning from unpaired images
Previous multi-modal segmentation approaches [9, 7] learn to fuse the information from modalities and to handle missing modalities. Thus, pairs of n-modalities have to be available at least once in training time. This approach is not feasible when there are only unpaired images from different modalities. Our challenge is to build a model which can take unpaired inputs from n-image modalities to produce an accurate segmentation for each modality.
Network architectures
As a baseline, we use a fully convolutional network (FCN) [25] with residual layers [10] for multi-organ image segmentation (see Figure 1) . The network can be seen as an encoder-decoder architecture.
Encoder. The network consists of a number of residual feature encoding blocks with pre-activation [10] , as shown in Figure 2 . We specify the number of residual units in each scale, which is chosen experimentally. The residual unit block consist of batch normalisation (BN), activation function (ReLU), followed by 3D convolutional layers (Conv) for extracting image features. To handle the stride convolution, we add pooling to the input before the addition in residual unit. Then, we use padding if the number of filters are different between input and output. Before moving on to the next scale, the features are downsampled via strided convolutions. We use kernel size 3 3 with stride 1 and padding size 1 for all convolutional layer, and kernel size twice the stride for strided convolution.
Shared representation. Multi-modal learning focuses on gaining shared representations from multi-modal data. Since our data is unpaired, straightforward concatenation of extracted features from different modalities is not reasonable. Moreover, at test time we want to be able to perform segmentation on a single modality acquired for a single subject. We aim to improve the shared representation by using an encoder-decoder architecture, to investigate which part of encoder or decoder should be shared across modalities.
Decoder. The decoding stage uses fully convolutional layers to map a target output modality. Feature maps learnt at different scales are upsampled to the original resolution. The decoder consists of upscore units as depicted in Figure  2 with kernel 1 3 . The input is upsampled before going into the upscore unit. Inside the upscore unit, the features from the encoder are learnt to produce a sparse feature map. We apply skip connections, with the 3D convolution of the encoder features followed by batch normalisation [10] . This is added to the input features to be upscored.
Finally, the rescaled output is fed into a softmax layer to produce the probabilistic label map. The highest softmax probability for each class is computed to yield the final segmentation result.
Dual-stream
To effectively infer the multi-modal features from CT and MRI, we propose a dual-stream network architecture. By using individual streams for each modality, we can investigate when it is best to merge or split the streams. Dualstream also allows to process unpaired images in one network, which is not possible with standard multi-channel architectures [13, 9] for paired data. The images from unpaired multi-modal data have no correspondences which makes it difficult to find correlations across modalities. To exploit the commonality among different modalities, streams of encoder/decoder are connected with each other via the shared latent representation.
For the dual-stream model, we also implement an architecture with skip connections to propagate features from encoders to decoders. The FCN-based architecture is the most suitable choice for dual-streams as the features can be merged from different scales in the encoder which vary in semantic information. Implementing the dual-stream model is slightly more complex in U-Net [24] and DeepMedic architectures [13] . For U-Net, the encoder feature maps needs to be concatenated with the upsampled feature maps from the decoder at every scale. For DeepMedic, the multi-scale nature of the network needs to be taken into account. Hence, for this paper we opt to use an FCN-based model in all our experiments.
Experimental Setup
In this section, we evaluate the multi-modal encoderdecoder networks for multi-organ segmentation using two datasets: MRI and CT data. The implementation details are below.
Data and pre-processing
We use two datasets of 3D abdominal images from MRI and CT [15] to evaluate the models. We train the model with a roughly balanced dataset: 34 subjects for MRI and 30 subjects for CT to keep it agnostic to the modality intensity distribution. For both CT and MRI data we split the data into 2-folds for cross-validation. From the MRI database we used T2-weighted images. Both CT and MRI scans have the same four organs manually annotated: liver, spleen, right kidney, and left kidney delineated by clinical experts. All of the CT and MRI data are unpaired, which means that the acquisitions are from different subjects. All experiments were carried out using NVIDIA GPUs.
We perform all experiments on resampled data with 2 mm voxel spacing. The original abdominal scans of MRI and CT capture the area from neck to knee, with varying image sizes according to patient body size. In order to have similar FOV (Field of View) between all of the images, we crop the volumes so that they only cover all four organs to be segmented -removing uninformative areas. We take specific preprocessing measures for CT images to account for the differences in intensity distribution. We clip all values lower than -1000, before zero-mean unit-variance intensity normalisation. We add Gaussian noise and intensity offsets to the images for data augmentation, as a common approach in training the deep networks. Then, we use weighted class sampling during training to compensate for class-imbalance.
Training Details
We implemented the model using DLTK (Deep Learning Toolkit) [23] , with a Tensorflow backend [1] . We use the DLTK FCN segmentation model as a baseline network, which has been optimised for abdominal multi-organ segmentation. We experiment with both cross-entropy and Dice-loss, and choose the Dice-loss for the better training stability. Let o i [0, 1] be the i the output of the network and let y i [0, 1] be the corresponding label. The Dice-loss is then defined as follows:
The model is trained using Adam optimisation with a learning rate of 0.001, β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.999, = 10 −5 . We use mini-batch training of 16 training examples with size 64 3 , to provide enough context at 2 mm resolution. The number of filters for each scale is 16, 64, 128, 256, and 512. Training was run for 10k steps. The training examples were shuffled from all training images. However, for multi-modal learning, training examples are drawn in an alternating way: one iteration contains only MRI data, and the subsequent iteration contains only CT data. Since we use alternating batches from modalities in training, during testing procedure we can simply feed single modality data for inference.
Evaluation of segmentation performance. We repeated the training and testing procedures for all of the models three times, to average out random variations. The results presented will be the total of all experiments and the average accuracies from all scores. Results are evaluated using the Dice score for the four individual abdominal organs: liver, spleen, right kidney, and left kidney.
Benchmark
To demonstrate the benefit of multi-modal learning, we extensively compare several different approaches and baselines as detailed below.
Baseline multi-organ segmentation model
The segmentation model in Figure 1 was used for modalityspecific segmentation. Here, we trained the network on MRI data and only tested on MRI data, and the same procedure was done for CT data. The number of residual units is 3 per scale and the learning rate is 0.001 -chosen via experimentation. As a baseline, one network was trained separately for each imaging modality.
Joint learning
The same model as in Figure 1 with the same parameters, network capacity, and optimisation was trained for a combination of CT and MR data. The only difference in this joint learning is the data, we trained a single network with input from both CT and MRI data to perform the segmentation task. Additionally, we use alternating batches in training phase, one iteration for MRI batch and the next iteration fetched the CT batch. Hence, the network can learn from balanced examples from both modalities.
Dual-stream
Dual-stream models are built to handle multi-modal segmentation in one network, with one stream per modality. If the input is from MRI data then stream 0 will be chosen, while stream 1 will be activated if the network has CT input data. In the training phase, we also apply alternating batches as in joint learning, and the loss function is back-propagated per modality. The optimisation in all dual-stream networks are the same to provide the lowest error and a fair comparison. We still use the same hyper-parameter settings in the baseline model, with a lower learning rate 0.0001. Different dual-stream versions are illustrated in Figure 3 .
Version 1 (V1)
. This model has a separate encoder for each modality. MRI data will go to encoder 0 and CT data will go into encoder 1, and share the same decoder. As in [9] and [7] , this type of independent, modality-specific in the back-end and fusing in the front-end model is shown to work with multi-modal segmentation. The decoding task in this model is expected to benefit from high-resolution representations, as the decoder is connected from different encoders.
Version 2 (V2).
Both modalities share most part of encoder, and decoder. A separate stream for CT and MRI is only applied in the input and residual units at the first scale. Then, they share the same encoder and decoder part.
Version 3 (V3).
CT and MRI share the same encoder but have different streams in decoding part. By having both modalities share the same encoder, they expect to generate a single shared representation to discover correlation across the modalities, which is then modality-specific decoded. This model is similar to [20] when the model only has one modality to reconstruct both modalities. In our case, the segmentation output is for each modality.
Version 4 (V4).
Inspired by one of the architectures in bi-modal deep AE [20] and multi-modal encoder-decoder networks in [14] , we use dual-stream in both encoder and decoder. Both MR and CT flows into a different stream in the encoding part, but only share weights at the last scale of encoder. These layers can be seen as a shared latent representation which is then fed into a modality-specific decoder. In other words, all encoder/decoder streams are connected with the shared latent representation. 
Results and Discussion
Multi-modal learning can leverage the shared information in both modalities in one pass, unlike the traditional transfer learning with the sequential training (initial training and fine-tuning the pretrained networks). Additionally, from our experiments, we found that fine-tuning did not improve over models trained jointly and individually.
We compare the performance of multi-modal learning (joint and dual-stream versions) to individual learning in MR and CT data. Because we ran the benchmark procedures (training and testing in 2-fold cross-validation for each modality) in three repetitions for each model, we present the results in Table 1 , 2, 3 as the average scores from all experiments.
We report how the multi-modal learning affects the Dice scores of each organ segmentation for different modalities. For MRI, in Table 1 , we can observe that multi-modal learning by dual-stream V4 generally improves the performance for all organs, compared to individual segmentation. From Table 1 , a better accuracy is achieved in spleen and left kidney segmentation. Note that there is a significant improvement in right kidney segmentation, by four Dice scores. Joint CT-MR also gives a slight increase in the right kidney accuracy. Table 2 shows the benefit of multi-modal learning in CT data with dual-stream V4. It is interesting to note that the multi-modal learning is more helpful to segment organs in CT (than in MR), as shown for left kidney where all multimodal models (joint and dual-stream models) improve the individual performance. A high rise of Dice scores is shown in small organs, especially spleen and left kidney. Joint CT-MR also gives slightly better accuracy in spleen segmentation. In both modalities, the accuracy of liver segmentation with multi-modal learning is consistent, as individually trained segmentation already gives a high accuracy.
In terms of overall performance, we report the results for all organ segmentation of benchmark models in Table  3 . Dual-stream V4 outperforms the individual training with almost three Dice scores increment. However, other multimodal learning models fail to improve the segmentation of individual learning. Despite of its lower accuracy than dualstream V4, joint CT-MR can still train a single neural network to do quite well on both modalities. It is because the network effectively compresses the information of both databases into a model that usually fits one modality and improves the performance. We did further experiments to make the network's capacity larger, but we did not obtain better results in joint CT-MR.
From Table 3 , a shared decoder (as in dual-stream V1 and V2) cannot effectively leverage the multi-modal fea- tures for segmentation. In dual-stream V1, we tried to combine the high-level features from both modalities in a shared decoding phase. In dual-stream V2, we only extract low-level features in different streams, to be encoded and decoded together. In contrast to shared-decoder in paired multi-modal data [7, 9] , this model cannot learn effectively in unpaired data. Dual-stream V1 and V2 are forced to have the same decoding phase. Meanwhile, dual-stream V3 and V4 give better performance than V1 and V2 because of their modality-specific decoders. It is interesting to note that different streams in upscoring could increase the multi-modal learning capability, as shown in [20, 14] . However, in dualstream V3, the encoders are tied between modalities, making it harder to leverage the multi-modal features. As a result, dual-stream V4 with split streams of encoder, shared latent representation (last layers on encoder), and modalityspecific decoder gives overall best performance.
By visual inspection, we can see how multi-modal learning can improve multi-organ segmentation. For example in MRI data in Figure 4 (top), multi-modal learning can reduce the false positive of liver segmentation and increase spleen accuracy. In Figure 4 (middle), both kidneys give better accuracies in dual-stream V4. Overall organ segmentation in Figure 4 (bottom) is improved by dual-stream V4.
We also visualise how multi-modal learning can help the segmentation in CT. In Figure 5 (top), we can see how all multi-modal learning (CT-MR joint, dual-stream V1, V2, V3 and V4) can help spleen segmentation. Dual-stream V4 segmentation of left kidney has a significant increase in Dice scores ( Figure 5-middle) , compared to individually trained segmentation. Multi-organ segmentation is improved by dual-stream V4 in Figure 5 (bottom).
Box-plots in Figure 6 and 7 from all experiments illustrate the benefit of multi-modal learning. Dual-stream V4 gives an improved segmentation performance compared to individual learning, particularly in kidneys and spleen. In dual-stream V4, the outliers are reduced as well as the variance on Dice scores, for both modalities.
From [18] we learn that multi-task segmentation on a single network performs similarly on multi-modal data. From our experiments, we believe that multi-modal learning in a single task (multi-organ segmentation) can benefit from sharing information, even though the data are unpaired.
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate the benefit of multi-modal learning on unpaired multi-modal CT and MRI segmentation. We present a comparative study of different multimodal training schemes to better exploit the sharing of information. A novel dual-stream network architecture was introduced for that purpose. By multi-modal learning, shared representation on both modalities can help the network solving the same task with limited training data. Experimental results on both MR and CT demonstrate improved state-of-the art segmentation accuracies, especially on varying organs such as spleen and kidneys. The power of learning shared representations from different datasets appears as a promising direction for future work.
